Ja’Dence L. S.
The Jungle Queen vs. The Mean Old Grumpy Tiger
Once there was a nice jungle queen. She loved all the animals in
her kingdom but the mean old grumpy tiger; he was a bully and a
thief. He hated everyone. And the one he hated the most was the
jungle queen.
If you’re thinking, “Why?” It was because one time the jungle
queen was on the swings. And, the mean old grumpy tiger pushed her
off. So, the bullying goes on and on.
Fifteen years later, the queen lives in a big kingdom. She loved
her life. She was always happy.
But, one day the mean old grumpy tiger sneaked into her
kingdom and he stole all her stones, rings and her kingdom’s crown!
So, then the next day, her stones, rings and her crown were missing!
The queen and her butler Joe/Monkey were on a mission to find
her stones, rings and crown. But, they didn’t know where the mean
old grumpy tiger lived. So, then they ran to their file room and found
a paper of all his information on it. And, they found it, Tiger Street!
So, off they went to find the queen’s things.
Two weeks later, they found it, Tiger Street. The queen and
butler Joe finally found, the mean old grumpy tiger’s house. So, then,
they dressed up like maids. They sneaked into his room. It was not

in there, so they looked in his man cave. They found the crown but
not the stones and rings.
So, five hours later they found this indoor room. And there was
a big chest but no key. They looked over the whole room. Joe found
it behind the chest So, they opened it and they found the rings and
stones. Then, they placed all the objects into a sack. The queen calls
her policemen/the birds. The birds fly over to the grumpy old tiger’s
house. They arrested the old grumpy tiger!
And, so, then the queen and the butler drove all the way back to
the kingdom.
The jungle princess placed the objects back into the women’s
cave.
Now they know to never, ever, let the grumpy old tiger in the
kingdom.
If you are wondering how long is the tiger staying in jail?
For his whole life!

The End

